Abstract: Porous media with hierarchical structures are commonly encountered in both natural and synthetic materials, e.g., fractured rock formations, porous electrodes and fibrous materials, which generally consist of two or more distinguishable levels of pore structure with different characteristic lengths. The multiphase flow behaviours in hierarchical porous media have remained elusive. In this study, we investigate the influences of hierarchical structures in porous media on the dynamics of immiscible fingering during fluid-fluid displacement. By conducting a series of numerical simulations, we found that the immiscible fingering can be suppressed due to the existence of secondary porous structures. To characterise the fingering dynamics in hierarchical porous media, a phase diagram is constructed by introducing a scaling parameter, i.e., the ratio of time scales considering the combined effect of characteristic pore sizes and wettability. The findings present in this work provide a basis for further research on the application of hierarchical porous media for controlling immiscible fingerings.
Introduction
Fingering phenomena are commonly observed during fluid-fluid displacement processes in porous media. Understanding the fingering dynamics is beneficial to control the fingering patterns, and is further of relevance to many engineering fields, such as CO2 sequestration and storage [1] [2] [3] , enhanced oil recovery [4] , agricultural irrigation [5, 6] , and liquid-gas exchange in polymer-electrolyte fuel cells [7, 8] . Porous media encountered in natural and synthetic materials usually contains heterogeneities of properties (e.g., wettability and surface features) and topological structures (e.g., pore size distribution and connectivity), which makes the theoretical endeavour limiting to simplified model systems. The formation of fingering and its transition in these heterogeneous media are still an uncleared issue.
The early works describe the fingering phenomena mainly by the help of classical theories [9] , including Hele-Shaw-Chouke theory [10] , Buckley-Leverett theory [11] , percolation theory [12] , and Monte Carlo theory [13] . Later, fluid-fluid displacement has been further studied experimentally and numerically, especially in terms of flow in porous media [14] . Generally, capillary number (Ca) and viscosity ratio (M) are regarded as two major nondimensional parameters that control fingering patterns.
Lenormand et al. [15] identified the fluid-fluid displacement patterns into three groups, i.e., viscous fingering, capillary fingering, and stable displacement, through combining capillary and viscous effects characterized by Ca and M, and originally provided a unified phase diagram. Since then, a series of modifications have been proposed based on this basic phase diagram [16] [17] [18] [19] .
However, further research suggests that the wettability and topology of porous media can also significantly affect the displacement patterns apart from fluid properties and flow conditions. The characteristics of wettability have been well established [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , with an understanding of the mechanism where the displacement pattern generally becomes more compact as an invading fluid is further wetted to the medium due to the cooperative pore filling effect. The fingering pattern changes extensively as a result of corner flow with the wettability increase of invading fluid.
In contrast with the recent advances in including wettability, the impact of porous structures on fingering patterns requires further research due to the complexity and diversity of porous media. Recent studies mainly focused on the heterogeneous porous media containing two groups, i.e., random and patterned structures. To construct random porous media, the particle size is generally assumed to follow a certain probability distribution, e.g. uniform distribution [27] , power law distribution [28] , normal distribution [29] , and spatial-correlation Gaussian distribution [30] , where fingering patterns change generally with disorder levels. Moreover, the interplay between the wettability and topological randomness has been reported recently [31, 32] .
Additionally, various patterned structures have attracted considerable focus for controlling fingering patterns, e.g., Rabbani et al. [33] studied viscous fingering in ordered porous media with gradient pore sizes and such special structures were found to suppress viscous fingering to some extent. Zhang et al. [2] and Liu et al. [3] investigated liquid CO2-water displacement in layered porous media with dual permeability.
Besides the above two types of heterogeneity, porous media with hierarchical structures are also commonly encountered in natural and synthetic materials; such as fractured rock formations [34] , dual-porosity media [35, 36] , fibrous fabric materials [37] and silica monoliths [38] . In such materials, the microstructure can be considered as two or more interacting pore systems in different length scales, which collectively have a strong influence on fluid transfer properties. However, there are only limited research exploring the multiphase flow behaviours in such porous media to date, in particular, the effect of hierarchical structure on viscous fingering remains unexplored.
In this work, we focus on investigating the hierarchically structured porous media and developing an analytical quantitative description of the fluid-fluid displacement modes in such materials. We first present a numerical model with two-level hierarchical porous structures to demonstrate how does the hierarchical micro-structure, as well as wettability condition, determine the fingering patterns during the fluid-fluid displacement processes. Our simulation results show that there are three fluid-fluid displacement modes, namely, "dendrite", "crossover", and "suppressing" modes, and the transition among these fingering modes can be controlled by changing the hierarchical topology and/or tuning the wettability condition. Furthermore, to quantitatively characterise fingering patterns in hierarchical porous media and predict the mode switch conditions, by combining driving pressures and interaction duration as two key factors, a scaling parameter (i.e., hierarchical number, ), is proposed. On this basis, a phase diagram is constructed for describing the observed displacement modes. Understanding of such fingering mode switch will pave the way for optimising design of many applications, such as, microfluidic devices and chemical reactors.
Numerical method
Navier-Stokes equations combined with the volume of fluid (VOF) method have been proved as an efficient way for pore-scale simulations of multiphase flow problems [39, 40] , and the basic mathematical model for impressible two-phase flow can be summed up as a system of equations, i.e., the continuity equation (1), phase fraction equation (2) , and momentum equation (3) . ,
,
where is the phase fraction of two fluids, is the weighted average of velocity field shared by two fluids, i.e., , and is the relative velocity,
i.e., , and represent the weighted average of density and viscosity separately, i.e., and , is the pressure, is the surface tension, and is the mean curvature of the interface between two fluids. Here, computations of the equation set (1)~(3) are performed by
OpenFoam, an open source CFD toolbox [41] , which adopts a cell centred finite volume method on a fixed unstructured numerical grid and utilizes the pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) algorithm for the coupling between pressure and velocity in transient flows [42] .
A schematic of the present numerical model is shown in Fig. 1 . In this study, we focus on the effect of the hierarchical structure on fingering patterns, and therefore fluid properties and flow conditions in all numerical cases are fixed except porous geometry and wettability. It is assumed that an invading fluid of viscosity mPa·s displaces a defending fluid of viscosity mPa·s with inlet flow rate mm/s, resulting the viscosity ratio of , and density of both fluids equals kg/m 3 ; and the surface tension between these two fluids equals mN/m. This is a typical scenario of water-oil system in practice [33] . As for the geometry, the radius of 1 st -order obstacles is set as 0. and 120° to cover a wide range of wettability conditions. 
Results and discussion

Fingering modes
By employing the proposed numerical model, the multiphase flow simulation is performed in porous media with different hierarchical topology designs and wettability conditions. The simulation results show that the fluid-fluid flow pattern switches mainly among three fingering modes, i.e., dendrite mode, crossover mode, and suppressing mode, corresponding to Fig. 2 (a) , (b) and (c), respectively. The dendrite mode is featured by that the invasion fluid cannot infiltrate the second-order porous structure and thus the porous particles act like solid ones (see Fig. 2(a) ), which is similar to the behaviour in single-scale porous media [13] . When increase both the 2 nd -order throat sizes and the contact angle, as for the case in Fig. 2(c) , the second-order porous structure imbibes the invasion fluid at the beginning of injection, and such infiltration continues along with flow path fragmentation and phase trapping during the whole displacement process. This type of pattern can be referred as the suppressing mode, which is also observed in the single-scale ordered porous media with gradient pore sizes [33] These two fingering modes are bridged by a crossover zone, a typical crossover mode is given in Fig. 2(b) , where the flow pattern presents similar with the dendrite mode at the beginning while the second-order porous structure are invaded at rather slower rate compared with the suppressing mode.
In addition, to comprehensively quantify the different fingering pattern demonstrated in Fig. 2 , three representative quantities are extracted from each simulation case: I) displacement efficiency , i.e., the ratio between the invasion fluid volume and the total fluid field volume, as shown in Fig 3(a) ; II) the effective fluid-fluid interface length , i.e., the ratio between the fluid-fluid interface length (normalised by the domain width), obtained by Canny edge detection method [43] , and the invasion fluid volume (normalised by the total volume), as shown in Fig. 3(b) ; III) fractal dimension , computed through box-counting algorithm [44] , as shown in Fig. 3(c) . It is clear that the three fingering modes can be clearly distinguished by the quantitative characterizations given in Fig. 3 . In more concrete terms, the values of , and for the suppressing mode is larger than the crossover mode and then the dendrite mode, when the displacement process tends to be stable. In addition, it should be noted that all these characteristics can be used as the feature parameters characterising the fluid flow properties, as well as the target parameters for structural optimisation design, in the porous media. (b) crossover mode (b1=1.11, b2=0.14, q=45°); (c) dendrite mode (b1=0.83, b2=0.14, q=120°). 
Phase diagram
The combined effects of wettability conditions and hierarchical topological feature (more specifically, the interaction between the 1 st -order and 2 nd -order porous structures) on the transitions of fingering modes are summarized as the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in Fig. 4(a) , with a fixed size of the 1 st -order throat size , the fingering pattern transforms from the supressing mode to the dendrite mode as obstacle surfaces become gradually hydrophobic (the contact angle varies from 15° to 120°) for invasion fluid. Furthermore, the phase boundary between crossover mode and dendrite mode mainly depends on the wettability conditions, and it is less sensitive to the changes of the 2 nd -order pore geometry. For instance, the fingering pattern will transit to the dendrite mode with the contact angle beyond 90° in this study. The 2 nd -order throat size controls the porosity at the lower scale (as well as the overall porosity) and keeps the apparent 1 st -order porosity constant. With increasing the 2 nd -order throat size , the capillary pressure that drives invasion fluid to spontaneously fill the 2 ndoder porous structures decreases, while the permeability of 2 nd -order porous structures increases resulting in low flow resistance. Therefore, the crossover region broadens whereas the phase boundary between suppressing mode and crossover mode becomes ambiguous to some extent. To further uncover the hierarchical effect on fingering patterns, another phase diagram between wettability conditions and 1 st -order throat size (with the fixed 2 nd -order throat size ) is provided, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The 1 st -order throat size controls the 1 st -order porosity (as well as the overall porosity) and keeps the 2 nd -order porosity constant. Since the inlet flow rate is fixed during the whole displacement process, the pressure gradient is inversely proportional to the permeability of the 1 st -order porous structure according to Darcy's law. Specifically, the pressure gradient and the corresponding external entering pressure that drives the invasion fluid to infiltrate porous obstacles decreases with the increment of 1 st -order throat size. Thus, the suppressing zone is wider with rather smaller 1 st -order throat size. More specifically, the dendrite mode is found for all the cases with contact angle no less than 90°, and the suppressing mode can only be found for the cases with q<60°.
Dimensionless analysis
Based on the above analysis of phase diagrams, it suggests that the transition of fingering patterns is controlled by driving pressure and interaction duration. The first determines a thresholding process for invading fluid to enter the 2 nd -order pore space, while the latter describes the competition of fluid flow at two different pore scales.
a) Driving pressure
To quantitatively depict the pressure that drives the invasion fluid into the 2 nd -oder porous structures, the representative element shown in Fig. 5 is adopted here. The capillary pressure , as function of filling angle , can be derived as [45] ,
where is the filling angle. For a given wettability and geometry condition, the capillary pressure reaches two extreme values, i.e., and within at and respectively, and they can be expressed as ,
and .
Besides, another key point is at which equals zero. A general infiltration process is separated into two parts by . Firstly, the fluid-fluid interface is forced to move across the 2 nd -order throat since when , named the "inhibited process"; then, the interface movement becomes spontaneous when and thus , named the "spontaneous process". During the inhibited process, the infiltration is driven by the external pressure , and specifically for supressing mode and crossover mode, it is basically required that is large enough to break through the barrier value and start the spontaneous process. To depict this effect, a dimensionless number is defined here as .
Obviously, the larger is, the more likely the fingering pattern switches to the suppressing mode. In this study, can be estimated according to Darcy's law as ,
where is the permeability of the 1 st -order porous structure.
. Two-sphere model for calculating the capillary pressure as invading fluid moves through the throat where d is the throat size, a is the filling angle, and q is the contact angle.
b) Interaction duration
The main difference between the suppressing mode and the crossover mode is the infiltration rate, and to further reflect such difference in detail, we propose another dimensionless number , which is the ratio between two characteristic time scales at the respective pore scales. Specifically, is the time during which the invading fluid flows through the 1 st -order throat, ,
where denotes the first-order porosity; is the time for the invasion fluid to infiltrate 2 nd -order porous structure by capillary suction, and it can be derived from the following modified Darcy's law [46] , ,
where is the suction distance; , the second-order porosity; , the permeability of the 2 nd -order porous structure and more details can be referred in the Supplementary Material; and is a representative value of capillary pressure and can be estimated from Eq. (4) as .
Assuming the characteristic infiltration distance as , is solved as
Thus, is expressed as .
From Eq. (13), increasing means that it takes less time for the invading phase to infiltrate into the 2 nd -order porous structures with fixed 1 st -order flow conditions, and thus it is more posssible for fingering pattern transiting to suppressing mode with larger . The parameter can be used to quantify the effect of the interaction between twoscale structure feature on fluid flow behaviours.
Multiplying both two dimensionless number and , a complete dimensionless number, namely hierarchical number , to comprehensively characterise the fingering patterns in hierarchical porous media, is defined here as .
Above all, this hierarchical number combines the two effects, i.e., driving pressure and interaction duration. So, when increases, the fingering pattern is expected to transit from dendrite mode to suppressing mode accordingly.
Validation and correlation analysis
To verify the validity of the proposed hierarchical number dimensionless parameter, i.e., hierarchical number , the cloud charts and contours of , as a function of the wettability conditions (i.e., contact angle) and the geometric parameters (i.e., relative throat size and ), are presented in Fig. 6 . The cases in Fig. 3 
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In summary, the proposed dimensionless parameter, i.e., hierarchical number , can reflect the effects of geometric feature of porous structures and wettability conditions on the fluid-fluid behaviours in hierarchical porous media, and the corresponding conditions of the transition of fingering patterns can be quantitatively predicted by .
Following this parameter, the fingering behaviours can be evaluated uniformly and further optimization.
Conclusion
In this work, the impacts of topology and wettability on fingering patterns in hierarchical porous media are studied. The pore-scale numerical results suggest that for hierarchical porous media, besides capillary number and viscosity ratio, which are traditionally regarded as key factors of the fingering patterns, it is also controlled by the topological structure at different length scale. Three different fluid-fluid displacement modes, namely, the dendrite, crossover and suppressing modes, are observed in the hierarchical porous media considering the combined effects of wettability and geometric structural features. Specifically, for given fluid properties and flow conditions, the transition from the dendrite mode to the suppressing mode depends on the proposed hierarchical number which can reflect the interaction between multiscale porous structures. Furthermore, this study about the mechanism of the fingering mode transition warrants an effective method to tailor the viscous fingering by adjusting properties at different scales, such as permeability and porosity. Therefore, the conclusion of this research may contribute to several potential engineering applications related to the optimisation of microfluidic device, agricultural irrigation and fuel cells.
